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Guide for Applicants 

 

This Guide for Applicants to become a FIWARE iHub presents an overview on FIWARE iHubs and 

details all the information needed for preparing your proposal.  

INTRODUCTION 

FIWARE is the open source platform of choice for building Smart Solutions in multiple sectors. It 

provides a simple yet powerful set of enablers and royalty free and open source APIs (Application 

Programming Interfaces). FIWARE software enables any business to access the latest knowledge and 

to promote intelligent solutions, expertise and technology for testing and experimenting with digital 

innovations. 

The FIWARE Community is not only formed by contributors to the technology (the FIWARE platform) 

but also those who contribute in building the FIWARE ecosystem and making it sustainable over 

time. As such, individuals and organizations committing relevant resources in FIWARE Lab activities 

or activities of the FIWARE Accelerator, FIWARE mundus or FIWARE iHubs programmes are also 

considered members of the FIWARE community. 

Think globally but act locally is a hallmark of the FIWARE ecosystem. The FIWARE iHubs programme 

plays a fundamental role in building a community of developers, adopting and contributing to 

FIWARE, acting at local level. It aims at supporting the creation and the operations of iHub nodes 

worldwide giving developers the necessary training and support on FIWARE technologies, and 

helping them to network within the FIWARE ecosystem.  

WHAT IS A FIWARE IHUB? 

A FIWARE iHub is the center for the adoption of FIWARE platform technology among businesses in a 

given region. iHubs address the traditional barriers for business expansion of SMEs, mid-caps and 

large companies, improving accessibility to their target markets. They increase competitiveness 

through modernization and, at a regional level, facilitate the diversification of the local economy. 

A FIWARE iHub offers a number of services to local companies, including technology and consulting 

support, training, research and testing, all using FIWARE technology. It brings them support to join 

the FIWARE Marketplace.  

http://marketplace.fiware.org/
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iHub services include market information, certifications, product analysis, search for distributors, 

local representatives and partners, communication channels, individual coaching of SMEs, site 

location evaluation, organization of events and fact-finding missions for companies, associations and 

official delegations. 

FIWARE iHubs are classified by the services they provide, by the resources they allocate and by other 

factors. They have to be operated by organizations which are members of the FIWARE Foundation. 

There are four categories of FIWARE iHubs, starting with the lowest category, named ‘Basic’, where 

up to three stars can be gained, as services and resources are growing. Different kinds of FIWARE 

iHubs can be approved, depending on their characteristics. The FIWARE iHubs Committee, with the 

support of the FIWARE Foundation, is in charge of assessing the performance of existing or new 

FIWARE iHub candidates with respect to defined FIWARE iHubs levels, and facilitating the overall 

coordination and collaboration of FIWARE iHubs. y. 

WHAT SERVICES DOES AN iHUB OFFER? 

The mission of an iHub is to provide services to the businesses of its region. In order to assure an 

adequate level of quality for iHubs, a minimum set of activities that all iHubs must perform is 

defined: 

● Training events and webinars on business models, ecosystem assessment, developing 

technology use cases, building business plans, access to finance and FIWARE Accelerator 

programs 

● FIWARE technology dissemination events for business, academia and research 

institutions  

● Facilitate FIWARE training, technical support and technical coaching at local level 

● Bringing support to local SMEs and startups to join the FIWARE Marketplace 

● Promoting FIWARE at local fairs and congresses 

● Facilitating presence of local SMEs and startups at fairs and congresses  

● Communication activity in the local/region media 

● Liaising with municipal/regional government 

 

The number, quality and frequency of these activities define the iHub level. 

BENEFITS OF RUNNING AN iHUB 

● Involvement into the official FIWARE iHubs programme 

FIWARE iHubs conformed under this call will become official nodes of the FIWARE iHubs 

network, getting recognized at global level as relevant FIWARE community stakeholders. 

They will be able to participate in coordination meetings of the FIWARE iHubs Support 

Committee. This recognition maybe helpful regarding positioning in front of the FIWARE 

ecosystem and public financed programs. 

 

● Right to include FIWARE brands and marketing material in the FIWARE iHub own 

publications and marketing material 
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Subject to defined terms and conditions, FIWARE iHubs may use FIWARE brands in their 

publications. In this way, iHubs are officially endorsed in their activities.  

 

 

● Inclusion on the FIWARE Foundation website  

iHubs will be included in the official iHub list on the FIWARE Foundation's’ website. As active 

members of the FIWARE iHubs Committee, they will drive the content of the spaces within 

the website devoted to disseminate FIWARE iHubs mission and activities. 

 

● Privileged connection to established network of FIWARE members, experts and evangelists 

iHubs are official nodes of the FIWARE ecosystem so they can establish contact with other 

nodes. Besides, they will benefit from a privileged connection with FIWARE Foundation 

members, particularly those involved in other FIWARE programmes, as well as FIWARE 

experts and evangelists.  These will enable collaboration and relationships which benefit the 

iHubs by means of incubating business and funding opportunities, achieving better 

performance regarding services provided to local companies, and better positioning to 

influence or participate in initiatives at local, national, continental or worldwide level. 

 

● Preferential access to FIWARE Lab  

iHubs are granted preferential access for the use of FIWARE Lab. FIWARE Lab is a cloud 

sandbox environment, available for free experimentation with FIWARE technologies. iHubs 

are able to set up the basic virtual infrastructure needed to develop, test and run showcases 

of “Powered by FIWARE” solutions or solutions integration FIWARE-ready technologies. 

 

● Support to activities by the  FIWARE Foundation 

The FIWARE Foundation is continuously organizing events, hackathons, training sessions, 

and conferences. iHubs not only have preference when booking event tickets, but will also 

be invited to actively participate, presenting their work. This way, iHubs are provided with 

an international audience to make themselves known. In addition, the FIWARE Foundation 

commits to give support to FIWARE iHub activities as much as its resources allow.  

 

● Direct connection with FIWARE Acceleration Programmes  

The FIWARE Acceleration Programme aims at promoting the take up of FIWARE technologies 

among solution integrators and application developers, with special focus on SMEs and 

start-ups.  They offer funding as well as business acceleration and mentoring to SMEs and 

start-ups.  iHubs will benefit from direct connection to organizations driving these 

programmes, leading to interesting partnership opportunities.  

 

● Promotion of local companies at international events organized by or with presence of the 

FIWARE Foundation 

iHubs are in a preferential position to promote local companies at international events 

organized by or with relevance presence of the FIWARE Foundation. This will help those 

companies to get updated and trained in the last advancements regarding Future Internet 
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Technologies developed within the FIWARE initiative as well as to gain visibility in front of 

target customers and potential partners or investors.  

● Certification to give official FIWARE training and coaching 

Following established procedures, iHubs will be certified to provide official training and 

coaching on FIWARE technologies.  Some of them will be also certified as certification 

entities. 

IHUB CLASSIFICATION LEVELS 

An iHub should ensure that any business in their local region has access to FIWARE technology at ‘a 

working distance’. The iHub should play a key role for the local tech community in assessing needs 

and delivering skills. Different FIWARE iHub levels are defined by a set of activities and resource 

indicators grouped in the following categories: iHub Center, iHub School, iHub Platforms, Products 

and Services, iHub Market and iHub Community. 

 
 

The following classification should serve as a guide to applicants to identify technical and 

professional requirements: 

 

A FIWARE Basic iHub offers teaching and training through dissemination 
events and it is active at fairs and congresses promoting FIWARE 
technology where it facilitates the presence of startups and SMEs. Liaising 
with local industry, it organizes workshops with businesses and 
associations. It should be a physical venue capable to host and to support 
presentations and hold technical equipment. There should be a dedicated 
FIWARE-branded space with promotion material like brochures, flyers and 
t-shirts available to visitors.  
 

 

A FIWARE 1 Star iHub will offer all the basic services above but at an 
advanced level. It runs the iHub platform which offers workshops and 
testing of Powered by FIWARE solutions and FIWARE Ready technologies. 
It organizes FIWARE dissemination events and collaborates with local 
universities. It runs basic workshops for trainers, research groups and 
public staff, collaborates with other iHubs, promotes FIWARE Accelerator 
programs and manages community user accounts for the FIWARE Lab. 
The iHub school gives access to dedicated iHub staff for FIWARE 
training/coaching and FIWARE testing/certification activities. The iHub 
should connect to local industry and public authorities through 
agreements with technology parks and city councils. 
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A FIWARE 2 Star iHub has the characteristics of a 1 Star iHub but offers 
training workshops for teachers, students, research groups and even 
municipal staff at advanced or expert level, as well as online or on-site 
business mentoring. It features an iHub School with a physical space for 
running workshops, hackathons, training courses and a Smart Lab  open 
to the public. This iHub can operate environments for testing and holds a 
showroom for Powered by FIWARE solutions and FIWARE-ready 
technologies in demo phase. It should create FIWARE working groups 
with local industry, academia and public authorities, associations and 
clusters of enterprises.  
 
Furthermore, the iHub should connect to the rest of the FIWARE 
Community, and actively participate in the FIWARE Summit and other 
FIWARE community events. A 2 star iHub should also promote products 
and solutions through other iHubs, get involved in FIWARE Accelerator 
programs, and actively collaborate with FIWARE Mundus. 
 
The iHub should have at least one member of its staff fully devoted to the 
iHubs’ activities. It should contribute to the FIWARE website, post in the 
FIWARE blog and connect to local events. Finally, this type of iHub should 
liaise through agreements with local industry, academia and research 
institutions as well as public authorities  
  

 

A FIWARE 3 Star iHub is the highest and most complete level of 
proficiency of all FIWARE iHubs. In this category, the iHub should offer 
training and workshop events, company mentoring, SMEs or startups 
incubation and bring support to development of FIWARE pilots and 
prototypes. The iHub should meet the requirements to certify developers 
and trainers of Powered by FIWARE solutions, FIWARE-Ready IoT devices 
and software enablers. It should support the deployment of FIWARE 
pilots in the market, create promotion events for FIWARE solutions and 
technologies, help SMEs to reach clients or customers, grow business for 
companies, and communicate and disseminate activities in local or 
regional media.  
 
FIWARE dissemination events and training workshops should be at expert 
level. The iHub should feature a showroom where products in pilot and 
production/commercial phases are showcased. The iHub should have a 
dedicated social network manager who posts regularly in popular blogs, is 
connected to fairs and press media and collaborates with FIWARE 
Foundation Community Managers in Social Media activities. 
 
Finally, a 3 Star iHub should connect with the rest of the FIWARE 
Community, actively participate in the FIWARE iHub Committee and in 
DevRel programs and provide certification services to other FIWARE 
iHubs. It should have agreements with regional Governments and 
connections to the rest of the FIWARE Community, where part of the staff 
are members of FIWARE DevRel Team and are certifiers of certifiers. 
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Specific information on which criteria an iHub must meet to be a Basic, 1 Star, 2 Stars or 3 Stars 
iHub is detailed in ANNEX I “Defined activities and resources according to iHub level” and ANNEX II 
“Goals and measurable results expected according to iHub level” of this document. 

 

TYPES OF APPLICANTS 

Organizations applying to be recognized as FIWARE iHubs will fall within one of the following 

categories:  

● Incubated FIWARE iHub: for organizations that do not have enough experience in FIWARE 

and/or want to start performing activities as FIWARE iHub. 

● Established FIWARE iHub: Organizations that have already been running activities 

associated to FIWARE iHubs but have not yet been recognized as such. 

 

Incubated FIWARE iHub  

Organizations that do not have enough experience in FIWARE and/or want to start performing 

activities as FIWARE iHub can apply for the FIWARE Incubated iHub status. 

Applicants must present an agenda of activities expected to be performed during the next year. 

Additionally, the applicant must include a list of resources. The agenda of activities and the list of 

resources must be similar of a “Basic iHub”.  

Established FIWARE iHub 

Organizations that have already been running activities associated to FIWARE iHubs but have not yet 

been recognized as such can apply for being a established FIWARE iHub and get one of the four 

FIWARE iHub Stars levels. The applicant must show evidence of their activities and resources. 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

A FIWARE iHub should be devoted to instructing and educating, but also to helping and advising the 

local communities, matching the demands of their local market.  

Applicants must carry out his task through a strong multidisciplinary team with relevant experience 

in similar activities. It is necessary that iHub staff can demonstrate their capacity in technology 

counselling using FIWARE technology. iHubs need to demonstrate that they have or are planning to 

have resources to provide services. Financial self-sufficiency is a critical requirement. 
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APPLICATION PROCESS 

FIWARE iHub Open call 
 

Open call: October 24th 2017. 

Deadline: November 24th 2017.   

The final accreditation list will be published during the FIWARE Tech Summit in Málaga, Spain, on 

29th November 2017.  

 

HOW TO APPLY 

You can apply here: fiware-ihubs.fundingbox.com/apply 

 

You need to fill out the required fields, providing 

1. Information on your organization  

2. Information on your planned iHub: 

 

● Name, domains, location 

● Why do you want to be a FIWARE iHub 

● Your connection with local / regional authorities 

● Local needs / demands and how you plan to meet these 

● Past experience with FIWARE  

● Your requested iHub level 

 

3. Documentation on: 

 

● FIWARE iHub Activities 

● FIWARE iHub Resources 

● Activity Planning 

● Resource Availability 

● Responsibility pledge letter 

● Action plan 

 

English is the official language for FIWARE iHub open calls. The proposal must be submitted in 

English. 

https://www.fiware.org/techsummit/2017/
http://fiware-ihubs.fundingbox.com/apply
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EVALUATION PROCESS 

At a first stage, the FIWARE iHub Committee will evaluate all proposals and check whether 

applicants have access to the necessary resources and capacity. Those applications that do not fulfil 

minimum requirements will be rejected.  

At a second stage, all proposals will be reviewed in the light of the the requested iHub level and 

against the defined minimum thresholds for activities and resources described in ANNEX I and 

ANNEX II.  

Finally, the FIWARE IHub Committee will award accreditation in one of the four FIWARE iHub Stars 

levels where appropriate.  

The FIWARE Foundation will offer advice and support to the FIWARE iHub Committee during this 

process. 

QUALIFICATION RENEWAL 

To request the yearly qualification renewal, a FIWARE iHub must fill out the necessary documents 
and show the activities during last year, including evidence. A FIWARE iHub can then be awarded 
more or less stars, following a review of the documentation by the FIWARE iHub Committee. 
 
If an existing FIWARE iHub does not submit the necessary documentation after one year of being an 
iHub (before the FIWARE Summit of each year), this organization will lose the right to be an iHub. 
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ANNEX I Defined activities and resources according to the iHub level 
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ANNEX II Goals and measurable results expected according to the iHub level 
 

Activities 

In some cases, the stars classification will  depend on the percentage of population engaged.  

50% - 1 star; 70% - 2 star; >90% - 3 star 

 

 

The rest of the classification will be based on the FIWARE iHub types. 
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Resources 
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